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The Good, the Bad and the Naive: Do Fair Prices Signal Good Types or Do They Induce Good Behaviour?
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1 Introduction

Trades involving credence goods are affected by asymmetric information, because expert sellers are better informed than their customers about the quality that yields the highest surplus from trade (Darby and Karni, 1973; Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006). As a consequence, many markets for credence goods are plagued by inefficiencies. Common examples for credence goods are health services, where the doctor knows better than the patient which disease the latter has and which treatment is appropriate (e.g., Gruber and Owings, 1996; Gruber et al., 1999; Iizuka, 2007); car repair services, where the mechanic knows more about the type of service the vehicle needs than the owner (e.g., Hubbard, 1998; Wolinsky, 1993, 1995); and taxicab rides in an unknown city, where the driver is better informed about the shortest route to the destination than the passenger (e.g., Balafoutas et al., 2011). All studies mentioned here find that inefficiencies result at least partly from material incentives for sellers to cheat on customers. However, the outlook is not too bleak as the same studies also reveal that a significant number of experts provide efficient service even when material incentives are misaligned.

Recent experimental evidence also suggests that a non-negligible fraction of experts ‘do the right thing’ even when material incentives are strongly distorted. For instance, for an environment without institutional safeguards against (and therefore strong material incentives for) fraud, Dulleck et al. (2011) find that almost 30% of experimental experts provide the appropriate quality throughout their experiment. They also present evidence showing that "fair" prices – that is, prices that split the gains of trade equally between the two parties of a transaction – are much more frequently observed than predicted, and that they are atypically often associated with efficient provision behavior despite the fact that they provide material incentives for (inefficient) undertreatment. It is exactly this observation that raises an interesting causality issue: Do "fair prices" induce "good behavior", or do "good experts" post "fair prices"? The answer to this question has important practical implications, for instance for regulation policy: If fair prices induce good behavior then price regulation might be a cheap and effective means to increase efficiency in markets for credence goods; however, if good experts post fair prices then price regulation may actually reduce efficiency, as the prices posted by expert sellers in unregulated markets contain valuable information for customers about the type of seller they face, information that is destroyed by regulation.

This paper addresses this causality issue, that is, the question whether "fair prices” induce ”good behavior”, or ”good experts” post ”fair prices”? It does so by first presenting a model with heterogeneous sellers, and then running new experiments to test the main implications of the model. Motivated by existing empirical and experimental evidence our model features three types of experts, ”the good”, ”the bad” and ”the naive”.

”The good” receive an extra utility from solving the consumer’s problem, for instance, because they value efficiency, or because they care for the well-being of consumers (Charness and Rabin, 2002). Consistent with the evidence reported above we assume that this extra utility is large enough to prevent the good experts from providing insufficient quality, even if such behavior is against their monetary self-interest.

”The bad” are rational own-money maximizing experts who take advantage of customers whenever there are material incentives for doing so. Since our bad experts are just the textbook agents, they (probably) need no further explanation or motivation.
“The naive” have the same (own-money-maximizing) preferences as the bad, but differ in their expectations about the preferences of others. Specifically, our model assumes that the naive have a pronounced tendency to overestimate the degree of alignment of their own preferences with those others have.\(^1\) Experimental evidence in support of this assumption comes from a recent study by Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2010). They use the observed behavior of subjects in modified dictator games to classify them into different archetypes of distributional preferences and then investigate whether the existing heterogeneity in distributional preferences is correctly anticipated by subjects. They find that selfish individuals cannot conceive others being non-selfish, while the beliefs of cake-size maximizers are closest to the actual distribution of others’ preferences. An explanation for the fact that selfish subjects have a more pronounced tendency than others to assume that their preferences are kind of ‘normal’ and that others also think the same way as they do comes from the psychological literature on the “projection bias”. According to the theories of Sigmund Freud a person suffering from a projection bias projects his own undesirable thoughts, motivations, desires, feelings, and so forth onto someone else in order to avoid the discomfort of consciously admitting a personal fault.\(^2\) In our context, the projection bias serves the function of relieving selfish experts from the psychological strain they would feel when breaking a code of conduct others respect, since it seems plausible that providing the appropriate quality is the socially approved behavior in credence goods markets.

In our model the projection bias of some selfish experts leads to the existence of a signalling equilibrium where experts posting fair prices are more likely to provide efficient service than those posting different prices. Specifically, in the proposed equilibrium "the good" choose fair prices and behave in a consumer-friendly manner; "the bad" mimic the good in their price-setting behavior but take advantage of customers in their provision and charging decisions; and "the naive" randomize in their price-setting behavior and take advantage of consumers in their provision and charging decisions if they find a victim. Customers understand the signalling value of prices and are hence more prone to accept if fair prices are posted.

Our model implies a causal effect from other-regarding preferences towards pricing behavior and not vice versa. Pure theories of other-regarding behavior – for example, the prominent models of inequity aversion by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) – are consistent with both directions of causality, i.e. setting prices that are particularly fair incentivizes inequity averse experts to provide efficient service, as well as inequity averse experts posting such prices more frequently. We confirm the causal unidirectionality empirically, by comparing experimental conditions in which prices are endogenous, i.e. chosen by the expert sellers, to conditions where prices are exogenous, i.e. randomly set

---

\(^1\)The tendency of persons to overestimate the degree of agreement that others have with them is often termed "false consensus effect" or "consensus bias". This cognitive bias was first examined by psychologists – Ross et al. (1977) and Mullen et al. (1985) are classical references – but it has also attracted attention in economics, see Selten and Ockenfels (1993) or Charness and Grosskopf (2001).

\(^2\)The psychological literature provides evidence for the existence of (attributive) projection bias (Holmes 1978, Sherwood 1981) which is characterized as a “defence mechanism to protect our self-esteem. If we break a work rule, projection bias justifies this infraction by claiming that ‘everyone does it.’” (McShane and Travaglione 2003, p. 87). Economist often use the term in a slightly different meaning, see Loewenstein et al. (2003), for instance.
by the experimental software. Estimates from OLS and sample selection regression models suggest that with endogenous prices the fact whether a transaction takes place under a "fair" or an "unfair" price-vector significantly affects both the probability with which the consumer accepts and the probability that she receives efficient service; however, those effects disappear, as predicted, when controlling for expert type with fixed effects, or by exogenously imposing prices. Thus, it is not the case that "fair prices" induce "good behavior", instead "good experts" frequently choose "fair prices".

With respect to the experimental literature, our paper is most closely related to Dulleck et al. (2011). Indeed, the current paper takes two of their 16 experimental treatments with endogenous prices as the starting point and adds two new ones where prices are exogenously fixed. While Dulleck et al. (2011) discuss the facts that experimental experts are heterogeneous in their price-posting, provision and charging behavior and that experimental experts frequently post fair prices, they do not address the endogeneity problem ("Do 'fair prices' induce 'good behavior', or do 'good experts' post 'fair prices'?}). By contrast, for the current paper, the observation that fair prices are associated with consumer-friendly behavior is central and the endogeneity issue is our main research question. Somewhat less directly related are three recent papers by Huck et al. (2006, 2007, and 2010). They use a binary version of the well-known trust game (by Berg et al. 1995) as a stylized representation of a market for experience goods and show that those goods are more efficiently provided when sellers can build up reputation than when they can not, and when there is competition in the market than when there is not. Related to our paper is their finding that independently of the market conditions (monopoly vs. oligopoly; fixed prices vs. flexible prices; reputation building possible vs. reputation building impossible) a significant share of sellers behave in a consumer-friendly way, despite the presence of strong material incentives for providing the low quality throughout. Huck et al. (2006, 2007, and 2010) do not study causality issues from price-setting behavior to sellers’ types, however.

Regarding theory the present paper is related to two strands of literature: First, and most obviously, the present paper is related to the theoretical literature on efficiency and honesty in markets for credence goods (see Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006, for a survey). Secondly, the paper is related to a recent study by Andreoni and Bernheim (2009) on ‘audience effects’. In their dictator game model, deciders have private information about their own preferences and like to be perceived by others as "fair". Specifically, dictators care about their own material payoff, about the fairness of the final allocations (where fairness is judged by the extent to which the outcome departs from the egalitarian distribution) and about their 'social image' (modelled as the audience’s perception of the dictator’s fairness). The asymmetric information on preferences together with the fact that the better informed party moves first gives rise to a signaling game wherein the dictator’s choice affects the audience’s inference about the dictator’s taste for fairness. In the focal equilibrium of this game many dictators

---

3The present paper also shares a treatment with an unpublished working paper by Kerschbamer et al. (2009). While the main contribution of that paper is the identification of experts’ distributional preference types from their provision behavior under exogenously fixed prices, the main focus of the current paper is the experts’ price-posting behavior under endogenous prices and the question whether prices contain information about the price-posting seller’s type. To answer this question, we take the experiments with exogenous prices as a control; by contrast, for Kerschbamer et al. (2009) the experiments with exogenous prices are the main instrument and the endogenous-price treatments are only discussed as a motivation.
voluntarily cede exactly half of the pie and no one gives either more or slightly less than half
of the pie. Our model shares the feature that the 50-50 split is used as a signalling device and
our experimental findings can be interpreted as providing support for the authors’ conjecture
that their theory ”... that accounts for the 50-50 norm in the dictator game [... ] will prove
applicable more generally” (Andreoni and Bernheim 2009, p. 1607). An obvious difference to
their model is our assumption that a fraction of the selfish experts falls victim to a projection
bias (they are unaware of the signalling content of the 50-50 norm). Another difference is
that in our model the recipient’s inference matters to the sender only because it affects the
probability of acceptance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces our simple
theoretical model of credence goods featuring heterogeneous experts, some of them suffering
from a projection bias. Section 3 presents the experimental design as well as three main
hypotheses following from the theoretical model. Section 4 presents our main empirical
results. Section 5 concludes.

2 The Model

We take the simplest version of Dulleck and Kerschbamer’s (2006) model of credence goods
as our starting point. In this model there are two players, an expert (he) and a consumer
(she). The consumer has a problem $t$ that is with ex ante probability $h$ major ($t = t^h$) and
with probability $1 - h$ minor ($t = t^l$). The consumer knows that she has a problem but does
not know how severe it is; she only knows the ex ante probabilities of the two severities. If
the consumer decides to visit the expert, the latter finds out the severity of the problem by
performing a diagnosis. He then provides a service $c$ that is either of high quality ($c = c^h$)
or of low quality ($c = c^l$). The two qualities come at different cost for the expert, the cost
of the high quality is $c^h$, the cost of the low quality is $c^l$, with $c^h > c^l$.

The high quality service solves both severities of the problem, while the low quality is only sufficient for the
minor problem. If the consumer’s problem is solved, she receives a value of $v > 0$, otherwise
she receives a value of zero.

The sequence of moves in our game is as follows: At the start the expert posts two prices,
a price $p^h$ for the high-quality service and a price $p^l$ for the low-quality service, with $p^h \geq p^l$.

After observing the two prices the consumer decides whether to visit the expert or not. If
the consumer decides against a visit, the expert and the consumer both receive a material
payoff of $o$ as their outside option. If the consumer decides to visit the expert, the expert
observes the severity of the consumer’s problem. He then provides one of the two qualities
(both qualities are feasible for both severities of the problem – in the language of Dulleck
and Kerschbamer, 2006, there is no liability), and charges one of the two posted prices
(both prices are feasible in the baseline game independently of the quality provided – in
the language of Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006, there is no verifiability in the baseline game).

After the provision and charging decision of the expert the game is over, and material payoffs
are realized. The material payoff of the consumer for the case where she has visited the expert
and her problem has been solved is $v$ minus the price charged by the expert; if the consumer
has visited the expert and received an insufficient service, her material payoff is zero minus

\footnote{For simplicity both the quality provided and the cost of the quality provided are denoted by $c$.}
the price paid. The material payoff of the expert in case of interaction is the difference between the price charged (either \(p^h\) or \(p^l\)) and the cost of the treatment provided (either \(c^h\) or \(c^l\)). Throughout we assume that the value of \(v\) is such that \(v - h c^h - (1 - h) c^l > 2o\), but \((1 - h)v - c^l < 2o\). While the former inequality means that solving the consumer’s problem is efficient from an ex ante perspective, the latter implies that in the standard benchmark – where both players are rational, risk-neutral and only interested in their own material payoff and where this fact is common knowledge – the market breaks down, just as Akerlof’s (1970) market for lemons.\(^5\)

Motivated by the empirical and experimental evidence discussed in the introduction we depart from the default assumption in the credence goods literature that all experts are rational, risk-neutral and exclusively interested in their own material payoff by assuming that an expert is either ”good” (type \(g\)), or ”bad” (type \(b\)), or ”naive”(type \(n\)). Good experts receive an extra utility from solving the consumer’s problem and we assume that this extra utility is large enough to prevent them from providing \(c^l\) when \(c^h\) is required to solve the consumer’s problem. For the rest, good experts are just like ”conventional experts”, they are rational and risk-neutral, and they care for their own material payoff.\(^6\) Bad experts are just ”standard” agents. They are rational, risk-neutral and care only for their own material payoff, and they have correct beliefs regarding the distribution of expert types in the population. Naive experts have the same preferences as bad experts, the only difference to them is that they cannot perceive that there might be \(g\)-type experts in the market. The relative frequencies of the three types of sellers are denoted by \(\alpha_g\), \(\alpha_b\) and \(\alpha_n\), respectively, with \(\alpha_n = 1 - \alpha_g - \alpha_b\). We assume that those frequencies are known by consumers, as well as by \(g\)- and \(b\)-type experts, but that \(n\)-type experts believe that \(\alpha_n = 1\).

If \(\alpha_g = 0\) –that is, if all sellers are exclusively interested in their own material payoffs– then only low quality is provided and the high price is charged, just as in the benchmark. We assume that even with \(\alpha_g > 0\) this is the equilibrium expected by \(n\)-type sellers. That is, whenever an \(n\)-type seller posts any price-vector with \(p^h > (1 - h)v - o\) he expects that no customer will accept his offer and whenever he posts a price-vector that violates this condition he expects to earn less than the value of his outside option. Thus, posting any price-vector with \(p^h > (1 - h)v - o\) is fine for him – it is in this sense that no price-vector has a particular meaning to an \(n\)-type seller. By contrast, for \(g\)-type sellers posting a price-vector with \(p^h > (1 - h)v - o\) is meaningful if they expect customers to accept because they know about \(g\)-type sellers’ existence.

In the following we characterize an equilibrium where the price-vector with \(p^h = (v + c^h)/2\) and \(p^l = (v + c^l)/2\) serves as a signalling device. This price-vector is the most frequently posted price-vector in the baseline treatments of the experiments reported by Dulleck et al. (2011) and it has the characteristic that under the assumption that sellers provide the appropriate quality and charge the price of the quality provided, the surplus is split half way independently of whether the consumer has the minor or the major problem. This makes

\(^5\)To see that the assumption \((1 - h)v - c^l < 2o\) implies market break down in the standard benchmark note that a rational own-money maximizing expert will always provide \(c^l\) and always charge \(p^h\) under each price vector. Anticipating this behavior, the consumer is only prepared to visit the expert if \(p^h \leq (1 - h)v - o\). But such a low \(p^h\) is unattractive for the expert because it implies \(p^h - c^l < o\).

\(^6\)Formally, good experts are assumed to maximize their material payoff under the constraint that the consumer’s problem is solved.
this price-vector focal. It is also focal for other reasons, for instance, because it would be
the outcome of Nash bargaining under full information and bilateral monopoly.\textsuperscript{7} Assuming
that players are able to coordinate their expectations (possibly because the focality of the
equal split helps them to coordinate) we claim:\textsuperscript{8}

**Proposition 1** If the share of $g$-type sellers is large relative to the share of $b$-type sellers
then there exists a Perfect Baysian Equilibrium where

- all $g$- and $b$-type sellers post prices $p^h = \frac{v + ch}{2}$ and $p^l = \frac{v + cl}{2}$, while $n$-type sellers randomize over all possible price-vectors with $p^h > (1 - h)v - o$ using a continuous
distribution function without a mass-point;

- $g$-type sellers always provide the appropriate quality and charge $p^h$, $b$- and $n$-type sellers always provide low quality and charge $p^h$;

- customers choose to interact if the seller posts a price-vector that has either $p^h = \frac{v + ch}{2}$
and $p^l = \frac{v + cl}{2}$, or $p^h \leq (1 - h)v - o$ and they refrain from interaction if any other
price-vector is posted; and

- customers believe that the expert is of type $g$ with probability $\frac{\alpha_g}{1 - \alpha_n}$ and of type $b$ with
probability $\frac{\alpha_b}{1 - \alpha_n}$ if they observe a price-vector with $p^h = \frac{v + ch}{2}$ and $p^l = \frac{v + cl}{2}$ and they
believe that the expert is of type $n$ for sure if they observe any other price-vector.

**Proof.** As is easily verified, all types of the expert behave optimally given their prefer-
ences and their beliefs about the behavior of consumers. Furthermore, customers’ beliefs are
consistent with their initial beliefs and experts’ equilibrium behavior. Given their beliefs,
acceptance is optimal for consumers iff $\alpha_g(v - p^h) + \alpha_b[(1 - h)v - p^h] \geq (1 - \alpha_n)o$. Simpli-
ifying this inequality and replacing $p^h$ by $\frac{v + ch}{2}$ gives $\frac{\alpha_b}{1 - \alpha_n} \leq \frac{(v + ch)/2 - o}{\alpha_n}$, which confirms that the share of $g$-type sellers has to be sufficiently large compared to the share of $b$-type sellers. ■

It is important to note that naive experts are needed for prices to contain information –
without them the equilibrium would be pooling. As mentioned in the introduction there
exists convincing experimental evidence indicating that selfish subjects have a more pro-
nounced tendency to fall victim of a (false) consensus effect; that is, selfish subjects are,
on average, more likely than others to assume that their preferences are ‘normal’ and that
others also think the same way they do.

\textsuperscript{7}Evidence supporting the claim that a 50-50 division is focal even in settings where one party unilaterally
determines the allocation of a pie comes from dictator-game studies. For instance, in the continuous dictator
games investigated by Andreoni and Miller (2002), a significant fraction of subjects share equally despite
the material cost to themselves. Furthermore, as discussed in the introduction, Andreoni and Bernheim
(2009) provide a theoretical model based on inequality aversion supporting such a split. They cite several
studies showing that fifty–fifty sharing is common in the context of joint ventures among business firms,
partnerships among professionals, share tenancy in agriculture, and bequests to children. They also provide
evidence indicating that equality is a frequent outcome of negotiation and conventional arbitration in the
field.

\textsuperscript{8}In our model the fifty-fifty price-vector is, of course, not the only price-vector that has the potential to
act as a signalling device. Later – in Section 4 – we will empirically ask whether other price-vectors are used
in our experiments as a signalling device as well.
3 Experimental Design and Hypotheses

In this section we first introduce the experimental design (which closely resembles the basic credence goods model introduced in the previous section) and the parametrization. Then we present three hypotheses that follow from the theoretical model presented above. Each hypothesis describes the predicted behavior for one of the three stages of the game, that is, the price-posting stage, the interaction-decision stage, and the provision-and-charging stage.

We employ a 2x2 factorial design, varying the following two factors: Regarding institutional background we have treatments with verifiability (WV) and treatments without verifiability (NV), regarding prices we have treatments with endogenous price-setting (endo) and treatments with exogenous prices (exo). This gives the four treatments WV-endo, WV-exo, NV-endo, NV-exo. NV-endo corresponds exactly to the game described in the previous section and displayed in Figure 1. In this treatment experts are free to charge either \( p^h \) or \( p^l \), independently of whether they have provided \( c^h \) or \( c^l \). WV-endo differs from NV-endo only in that it forces experts to charge the price of the quality provided – that is, in this treatment the last stage of the game displayed in Figure 1 is degenerate.\(^9\) The two exo treatments differ from their endo counterparts only by the fact that prices are fixed exogenously – that is, in those treatments the first stage of the game displayed in Figure 1 is degenerate. Table 1 summarizes the different treatments and includes already the number of subjects and the relative frequency of interaction in the experiment, to which we will refer later.

\(^9\) A real world interpretation is that consumers are able to observe and verify \textit{ex post} the quality they received (without knowing, however, whether this quality is the appropriate one) – see Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) for a discussion. While standard theory predicts that verifiability is important for efficiency in markets for credence goods, the experimental results reported by Dulleck et al. (2011) show that it has at best a minor effect.
Table 1: Treatments, Number of Subjects and Percentage of Interaction by Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prices Endogenous (endo)</th>
<th>NO Verifiability (NV)</th>
<th>With Verifiability (WV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># subjects</td>
<td>NV-endo</td>
<td>WV-endo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% interact</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices Exogenous (exo)</td>
<td>NV-exo</td>
<td>WV-exo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># subjects</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% interact</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each subject in each treatment plays 16 rounds; % interaction refers to the average rate of acceptance by consumers, where the average is taken over subjects and over rounds.

In all treatments the customer’s probability of needing the high quality is set to $h = 0.5$, and the value of sufficient quality is set to $v = 10$. The costs of providing the low, respectively high, quality is $c^l = 2$, respectively $c^h = 6$. In the endo treatments, experts are asked to post prices $p^l$ and $p^h$ from the finite set $\{1, 2, ..., 10, 11\}$, respecting the restriction $p^l \leq p^h$. In the exo treatments, the price-vector $(p^l, p^h)$ was chosen randomly and with equal probability from the set $\{(3,8), (4,8), (5,8), (6,8), (7,8)\}$. Four of these price-vectors are among the five most popular price-vectors in the endo treatments (see Table 2). The value of the outside option for the case where no trade takes place is set to $o = 1.6$.

In all treatments we implement matching groups of eight subjects, with four subjects in the role of customers and four subjects in the role of sellers. Role assignment is random at the beginning of the experiment and fixed for all 16 periods of the experiment. In order to avoid reputation building customers are randomly re-matched to sellers within each matching group after each period.

All experimental sessions were computerized using zTree (Fischbacher 2007). Recruiting was done via ORSEE (Greiner 2004). Sessions started with an extensive description of the game and only after subjects had correctly answered a set of control questions. All parameters as well as the matching procedure were made common knowledge to all participants by reading them aloud (see the experimental instructions in the appendix). The average session length was 1.5 hours, and subjects earned on average 15 Euro.

The experimental design as well as the parameters are in line with the assumptions made in the theoretical part. The price-vector $(p^l, p^h) = (6,8)$ is the one discussed in the theory section and our “theory” would predict that this price-vector is disproportionately often associated with efficient service and that it is therefore accepted by customers. Naturally, we do not expect our model to predict experimental behavior perfectly and the experimental results indeed indicate that a wide range of price-vectors are chosen by the experimental experts in the treatments with endogenous prices (see Table 2). Thus, we restrict ourselves to testing the following hypotheses which reflect, in our eyes, the qualitative messages of our model. The order of the hypotheses follows the backward induction logic inherent in the concept of Perfect Baysian Equilibrium. That is, we start with experts’ provision and charging behavior, given that the posted price-vector has been accepted; next we consider customers’ acceptance decision; and only then experts’ price-posting choices.

**Hypothesis 1 (Prices signal seller type)** With endogenous prices, experts posting the
price-vector (6,8) are disproportionately more likely to provide the appropriate quality (in particular when the high quality is needed) than experts posting other prices. If prices are set exogenously, or if a control for seller type is added, price-vector (6,8) will no longer be associated with efficient service.

If the theoretical model was perfectly predictive of behavior within the experiment, appropriate quality would only be observed for the signalling price-vector (6,8). In the current form of the hypothesis, however, we allow g-type sellers to make mistakes in posting prices, and consequently price-vector (6,8) is hypothesized to be strongly associated with efficient service and other price-vectors are predicted to be strongly associated with inefficiency. If prices are fixed exogenously, g-, b- and n-type experts are equally likely to be allocated the price-vector (6,8) and consequently this vector loses its signalling value. Similarly, price-vector (6,8) loses its signalling value if the seller’s type is controlled for, as it is the type (g, b or n) that determines both prices and efficiency.

**Hypothesis 2 (Customers respond to price signals)** With endogenous prices, consumers confronted with the price-vector (6,8) are disproportionately more likely to trade than consumers exposed to other price-vectors. If prices are set exogenously, price-vector (6,8) will no longer be associated with a higher interaction rate.

According to our theoretical model, consumers should only accept to be served when the expert has posted the signalling price-vector (6,8). We allow customers to make mistakes in this regard, but would expect to see a large significant effect of price-vector (6,8) on the probability of interaction. Again, if prices are set exogenously, price-vector (6,8) loses its signalling value, and the effect of price-vector (6,8) on the probability of interaction should disappear.

**Hypothesis 3 (Sellers are of three types)** With endogenous prices, there are two groups of sellers, those posting the price-vector (6,8) with high frequency and those randomizing over all feasible price-vectors. Furthermore, with respect to provision behavior, sellers

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
who choose the price-vector (6,8) frequently are of two types, one frequently providing appropriate quality and the other almost always providing low quality.

As usual, behavior within the experiment will depart from the one outlined in our theoretical model; in particular, subjects will experiment in the first few rounds. Furthermore, some subjects may behave ‘erratically’ throughout the experiment. In our empirical analysis we concentrate on the last ten rounds to minimize learning effects, and in these rounds we will look for the existence of three types: one randomizing over prices, two posting price-vector (6,8) frequently, and among the latter two types, one consistently delivering appropriate quality and the other consistently providing low quality.

Before directly addressing hypotheses 1-3, in Table 2 we present information on the frequency with which experimental experts in the endo treatments choose different price-vectors. Table 2 shows that sellers post price-vector (6,8) more frequently than any other price-vector, in fact in 30% of cases. The next most frequent price-vectors, (7,8), (6,7) and (4,8), are chosen approximately only one-quarter as often as (6,8).

4 Empirical Results

4.1 Hypothesis 1 (H1)

Hypothesis 1 (H1) states that experts who post the price-vector (6,8) are more likely to provide appropriate quality than experts who post other price-vectors. In addition, it is hypothesized that price-vector (6,8) is associated with efficient service solely because sellers who are more likely to provide appropriate quality (g-type experts) choose (6,8) frequently. We initially test H1 by using all 16 rounds of data from treatments with endogenous prices (NV-endo and WV-endo), and estimating efficient service regression models of the form

$$\text{eff}_it = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 s^*_it + \alpha_2 X_{it} + \theta_i + \varepsilon_{it},$$

(1)

where $\text{eff}_it$ equals one if seller $i$ in period $t$ provides the appropriate quality (i.e. efficient service) and zero otherwise, $s^*_it$ equals one if the seller posts the signaling price-vector (6,8) and zero otherwise, $X_{it}$ is a vector of control variables that vary across periods, $\theta_i$ is seller’s unobserved type, and $\varepsilon_{it}$ is a random error term. The vector of control variables includes an indicator for whether the treatment has verifiability, the period number (1 to 16), and an indicator for whether the customer had a major problem (implying high quality was needed). Linear regression models are used to estimate equation (1), and also subsequent equations, in preference to probit or logit regression models. Linear models are preferred primarily because the interpretation of parameter estimates is more straightforward; this is especially important in specifications that include fixed-effects (see Angrist and Pischke, 2009). It is particularly noteworthy, though, that the results are robust to the linearity assumption (Appendix Table A1 includes estimated effects from binary choice models).

The OLS regression estimates in column 1 of Table 3 suggest that sellers who post price-vector (6,8) are 13.7 percentage points more likely to provide appropriate quality than sellers posting alternative vectors – a large and statistically significant effect ($p$-value = 0.001). The only other significant coefficient in column 1 belongs to the indicator for a major problem. As expected, sellers are significantly less likely to provide an efficient service if the customer
Table 3: Estimated Effect of Price-Vector (6,8) on Seller’s Provision Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Endogenous Price (endo)</th>
<th>Exogenous Price (exo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vector (6,8)</td>
<td>0.137*** 0.097** 0.102*** -0.031 -0.006 -0.034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040) (0.041) (0.036) (0.046) (0.032) (0.035)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifiability</td>
<td>-0.053 -0.069 -0.073** - -0.046 -0.046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-(0.042) (0.046) (0.035) (0.049) (0.049)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>-0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.004 -0.002 -0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major problem</td>
<td>-0.514*** -0.515*** -0.534*** -0.500*** -0.251*** -0.256***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.051) (0.051) (0.033) (0.054) (0.041) (0.041)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price $p^l$</td>
<td>- -0.001 0.006 -0.015 - -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-(0.016) (0.016) (0.019) (0.012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price $p^h$</td>
<td>- 0.055*** 0.060*** 0.029 - -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-(0.021) (0.019) (0.022)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample size</td>
<td>697 697 697 697 903 903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figures in columns 1, 2, 5 and 6 are coefficients from OLS regression models. Figures in column 3 are coefficients from a maximum likelihood sample selection model. Estimate of rho from the selection model is 0.076 with standard error 0.122. Figures in column 4 are coefficients from a linear fixed-effect regression model. Clustered standard errors shown in parentheses. *, ** and *** denote significance at .10, .05 and .01 levels.

requires high quality, as in this instance providing low quality is the dominant behavior for $b$- and $n$-type sellers. Verifiability and period number are both quantitatively unimportant for efficiency.

In column 2, we test whether the (6,8) estimate in column 1 is suffering from omitted variable bias. It is possible that prices and efficiency are related in a manner not captured by the signaling price-vector variable alone. If so, the estimated (6,8) effect will be biased. For example, suppose that in truth (6,8) is not a signalling price-vector, and that instead efficient service is driven by the magnitude of $p^l$ and $p^h$: the higher the posted prices, the more likely the expert will provide appropriate quality. In this instance, the coefficient on price-vector (6,8) in specification (1) will be biased upwards, as (6,8) is a relatively ”expensive” price-vector (only 7% of offered price-vectors have a higher $p^h$). To control for possibilities such as this, we include in specification (2) covariates representing $p^l$ and $p^h$. We find that efficiency is strongly related to $p^h$ — an increase in $p^h$ by one unit increases the probability of appropriate quality by around 6 percentage points. However, the effect of including these additional controls on the (6,8) coefficient is small — sellers who offer price-vector (6,8) are estimated to provide efficient service 9.7 percentage points more often than sellers who offer alternative price-vectors.\(^\text{11}\)

\(^\text{10}\)In order to capture potential interaction effects, we also estimated regression models with $p^l \times p^h$ included as an additional regressor. We do not present these results, however, as the interaction term was insignificant in all models, and since the estimated effect of vector (6,8) remained unchanged. Similarly, we have estimated models allowing for quadratic price terms. Again, the main results were unchanged.

\(^\text{11}\)The equivalent probit marginal effect estimate equals 12.1 percentage points ($p$-value = 0.012). See
Another potential issue is that efficient service is only observed if customers choose to interact, which occurs in 47% of occasions in the treatments with endogenous prices. If interaction is observed for a sample of sellers who are unobservably different from other sellers, our estimates could suffer from sample selection bias. Fortunately, in our set-up this is unlikely. Sellers and consumers are randomly and anonymously matched in our game, and the only decision sellers make before consumers decide on whether to interact with them, is the price-posting. Hence, the only (observable or unobservable) differences between sellers who interact and sellers who do not, are just the posted prices. Given we control for prices in our regression models, our coefficient estimates should therefore be unbiased. In any event, we can test for sample selection bias by jointly estimating efficiency equation (1) and interaction equation

\[
\text{int}_{it} = 1 \left( \beta_{0} + \beta_{1}s_{it}^{*} + \beta_{2}X_{it} + \beta_{3}Z_{it} + \theta_{i} + u_{it} > 0 \right),
\]

where \( \text{int}_{it} \) equals one if customer \( i \) in period \( t \) chooses to interact and zero otherwise, \( 1(\cdot) \) is an indicator function, \( u_{it} \) is a random error term, and \( Z_{it} \) is a vector that includes an indicator for whether the customer chose to interact in period \( t-1 \) and the customer’s profit in period \( t-1 \). It is assumed that \( \varepsilon_{it} \) and \( u_{it} \) follow a bivariate normal distribution with correlation coefficient \( \rho \). This classic sample selection model is identified by the variables \( Z_{it} \) that are included in equation (2), but which are excluded from equation (1). These excluded variables – customer interaction and profit in \( t-1 \) – significantly affect the customer’s interaction decision, but can not affect the seller’s provision decision because the seller has no information about the customer. Estimates of the efficiency equation from the sample selection model are given in column 3 of Table 3.\(^{12} \) As predicted, the estimates are largely unchanged. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient \( \rho \) is statistically insignificant (\( p \)-value = 0.533), implying that sellers who interact are not unobservably different from sellers who do not.

The results in columns (1), (2) and (3) show that customers are more likely to receive appropriate quality if they interact under the price-vector (6,8) than if they interact under other price-vectors. However, it does not show that there are no other ‘special’ price-vectors; that is, price-vectors that are associated with atypically high frequencies of efficient service. We test for this possibility by sequentially replacing the (6,8) dummy variable in specification (2) with dummy variables representing other price-vectors for which we observe interaction (e.g. (3,5), (3,6), (3,7), etc.).\(^{13} \) The results from this exercise (available upon request) show that (6,8) is the only price-vector that has a significantly positive effect on efficiency.

To test the second part of H1 – that price-vector (6,8) is only important because it signals a seller’s type – we use two approaches. First, we control for sellers’ unobserved type by

---

\(^{12}\) The indicator for whether the customer chose to interact in period \( t-1 \) and the buyer’s profit in period \( t-1 \) (i.e. the exclusion restrictions) are both statistically significant. The associated z-statistics equal 3.88 and 7.79, respectively, and the joint-test of insignificance has a Chi-squared statistic of 63.06. Furthermore, both variables have the anticipated effects: buyers who chose to interact last period and buyers who profited last period are more likely to interact this period.

\(^{13}\) All in all we estimate 30 OLS and probit regression models, each with a different price-vector dummy variable and the control variables included in column (2) of Table 3. Importantly, some price vectors were not tested, either because there was no observed interaction or because there was no variation in provision behavior (a necessary condition for probit models).
estimating a fixed-effect regression model. So long as the seller type is time-invariant, this model will control for the effect of seller type on the probabilities of choosing price-vector (6,8) and providing efficient service. The fixed-effects estimates are presented in column (4) of Table 3 and clearly show that price-vector (6,8) no longer affects the likelihood of efficient service. Our second approach is to re-estimate specifications (1) and (2) with data from the exo treatments (NV-exo and WF-exo). The rationale behind this approach is that prices lose their signaling value in these games, so only the incentive value remains. Again, the estimates confer with H1 – once the signal is removed from price-vector (6,8), its effect on efficiency disappears (see columns 5 and 6).

Columns (5) and (6) in Table 3 also show that the estimated coefficient on ‘major problem’ is reduced; from -0.500 in column (4) to -0.256 in column (6). One reason for the smaller ‘major problem’ coefficient is that prices in the exo treatments are higher, on average, than those in the endo treatments. If model (2) is re-estimated with the sub-sample of endo transactions that take place under price-vectors $3 < p_l < 7$ and $p_h = 8$, the estimated effect of ‘major problem’ drops to -0.386. Another reason for the smaller ‘major problem’ coefficient in columns (5) and (6) is that the probability of efficient service is significantly lower in exo games; exogenous pricing is estimated to reduce efficiency by 7.4 percentage points ($p$-value = 0.026).

In summary, the results in Table 3 strongly support H1. Moreover, the results appear robust to potential issues of omitted variable and sample selection bias. The results are also robust to the modelling choice: estimates from OLS, probit and logit regression models are very similar.

4.2 Hypothesis 2 (H2)

Hypothesis 2 (H2) states that customers are more likely to accept if the posted price-vector is (6,8) than if it is another price-vector. It also asserts that this relationship is driven by customers associating price-vector (6,8) with $g$-type sellers. To test H2 we follow a similar approach to the one employed in our analysis of H1. First, we use 16 rounds of data from the endo treatments, and estimate regression models of the form

$$ \text{int}_{it} = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 s^*_it + \gamma_2 X_{it} + \theta_i + v_{it}, \quad (3) $$

where $\text{int}_{it}$ equals one if customer $i$ in period $t$ chooses to interact and zero otherwise, and $X_{it}$ includes an indicator for verifiability, period number, and linear $p_l$ and $p_h$ effects. In some specifications the customer fixed-effect $\theta_i$ is assumed to be uncorrelated with $s^*_it$ (i.e. in simple OLS regression models), and in other specifications this assumption is not made (i.e. in customer fixed-effect regression models). The estimates are presented in Table 4.

Estimates using data from the endo treatments are presented in columns (1) to (3). The OLS estimates in (1) suggest that sellers who post price-vector (6,8) are 19.9 percentage points more likely to have their offer accepted than sellers posting alternative vectors ($p$-value < 0.001). Importantly, this result is not dependent upon our modelling approach. If

---

14 The equivalent conditional logit (fixed-effect logit) estimate equals -0.523 and is insignificantly different from zero ($p$-value = 0.226). Note that this coefficient estimate cannot be given a marginal effect interpretation. See Column (2) in Appendix Table A1.
Table 4: Estimated Effect of Price-Vector (6,8) on Buyer’s Interaction Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Endogenous Price (endo)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exogenous Price (exo)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vector (6,8)</td>
<td>0.199***</td>
<td>0.114**</td>
<td>0.137***</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifiability</td>
<td>0.102*</td>
<td>0.118*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.142***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>-0.030***</td>
<td>-0.032***</td>
<td>-0.030***</td>
<td>-0.025***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price (p_l)</td>
<td>-0.062***</td>
<td>-0.052***</td>
<td>-0.056***</td>
<td>-0.058***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price (p_h)</td>
<td>-0.100***</td>
<td>-0.059***</td>
<td>-0.105***</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>-(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample size</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1109</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figures in columns (1), (2) and (4) are coefficients from OLS regressions and figures in columns (3) and (5) are coefficients from customer fixed-effect regressions. Clustered standard errors shown in parentheses. *, ** and *** denote significance at .10, .05 and .01 levels.

we instead use a probit model, we find a marginal effect estimate of 23.2 percentage points (See Column (4) in Appendix Table A1). In column (2) we re-estimate the OLS regression model using only those observations where \(p_l \leq 6\) and \(p_h \leq 8\). In other words, we only compare price-vector (6,8) to vectors where both prices are lower. Even for this sub-sample we find a significant positive effect – customers are 11.4 percentage points more likely to accept the vector (6,8) than ”cheaper” vectors! Customer fixed-effect estimates, shown in column (3), also suggest that customers are more likely to interact with sellers posting price-vector (6,8).

To determine whether (6,8) is the only price-vector for which there is a significantly positive interaction effect, we repeat our strategy from the test of H1 and re-estimate equation (3) with alternative price-vector dummy variables. We find that price-vector (3,5) also induces significantly more interaction (than would be predicted by linear \(p_l\) and \(p_h\) effects). However, this price-vector is chosen in only 1% of cases (15 our of 1472), compared to the 40% in which (6,8) is chosen. Furthermore, it is only significant at the 5% level \((p = 0.048)\), and given the multiple hypothesis tests conducted in the sequential testing procedure and the consequent increase in type I error that it induces, it would be unwise to place too much stock in its significance. No other price-vector dummy variable is significantly positive at the 10% level.

To test the second part of H2, we re-estimate equation (3) using data from the exo treatments. With exogenous prices, the positive interaction effect of (6,8) should disappear if the relationship is driven solely by customers associating price-vector (6,8) with \(g\)-type sellers.

\footnote{Given that sellers and customers are randomly and anonymously matched, it is unlikely that the customer fixed-effect (represented by \(\theta_i\)) would be correlated with prices - only by accident could customers with high propensities to interact be more or less likely to be confronted with (6,8). The similarity of estimates in columns (1) and (2) attest to this reasoning.}
And indeed, the estimated (6,8) effects in columns (4) and (5) of Table 4, corresponding to OLS and customer fixed-effect regressions, show that in the \textit{exo} treatments price-vector (6,8) does not induce more interaction.

### 4.3 Hypothesis 3 (H3)

The first part of Hypothesis 3 (H3) states that with respect to behavior in the price-posting stage of the game, two "varieties" of sellers should be evident, one that regularly posts (6,8), and another that rarely posts this price-vector. Table 2 shows that (6,8) is chosen more frequently than any other price-vector, indicating that (6,8) is in some sense special; but is it true that one group of sellers consistently chooses (6,8) while another group rarely does so, or are all sellers choosing (6,8) with roughly the same frequency? Figure 2 contains a histogram of the number of occasions each seller posts (6,8) in rounds 7 to 16 (i.e. the last 10 rounds). It shows that 47% of sellers never post (6,8), while 14% of sellers post (6,8) on every occasion. Furthermore, the never-posters and the always-posters are the only two mass-points in the data, with the remaining sellers posting (6,8) on one to nine occasions in roughly equal proportions.

Figure 2 also contains a dashed line graph overlaying the histogram. This graph is the hypothetical probability distribution that occurs if all sellers have an equal probability of 0.32 to post price-vector (6,8) in each of the last 10 rounds; the value 0.32 equals the proportion of times (6,8) is observed in the last 10 rounds (while 0.30 is the value for all 16 rounds). Clearly, this hypothetical behavior does not explain the data; however, to more formally test for the existence of a never-post group and an always-post group, we use a bootstrap procedure to test the null hypothesis that all sellers have an equal probability of posting price-vector (6,8). More specifically, we randomly draw samples of 92 sellers from a binomial distribution with probability $p$ and $n = 10$. For example, we draw from the hypothetical probability distribution plotted in Figure 2. Our test statistic is the difference between the 90th and 10th percentiles, which equals 10 in our data (90th percentile = 10 times (6,8) posted; 10th percentile = 0 times (6,8) posted). We repeat the test for 99 hypothesized probabilities (0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.98, 0.99), and on each occasion we use 1000 repetitions. The results from the testing procedure are definitive. In no repetition, for any of the 99 tested probabilities, does the randomly drawn data produce a 90-10 split equal to 10 (the maximum simulated value equalled 6). In other words, we can reject with extreme confidence the null hypothesis of a single seller type.

The second part of H3 states that sellers posting price-vector (6,8) are of two types, namely the selfish $b$-types and the good $g$-types. Figure 3 shows the propensity of sellers to provide appropriate quality when a customer’s problem is major. This propensity is shown for sellers who rarely post price-vector (6,8) and for sellers who often post this vector. Roughly 40% of the often-posters always provide high quality when needed and roughly 40% never provide high quality when needed. This supports our theory with respect to the existence of two types of sellers posting the signalling price-vector, a ‘good’ type, which provides high quality when it is needed, and a ‘bad’ type, which always provides low quality. Amongst sellers who rarely post price-vector (6,8) and for sellers who often post this vector. Roughly 40% of the often-posters always provide high quality when needed and roughly 40% never provide high quality when needed. This supports our theory with respect to the existence of two types of sellers posting the signalling price-vector, a ‘good’ type, which provides high quality when it is needed, and a ‘bad’ type, which always provides low quality. Amongst

---

15 In the group of ‘rarely-posters’ we include all sellers who post (6,8) on two or fewer occasions in the last 10 rounds. The group of ‘often-posters’ includes all sellers who post (6,8) on eight or more occasions in the last 10 rounds.
the rarely-posters, roughly 75% never provide high quality when needed, and roughly 20% always provide high quality when needed (conditional on customer interaction). The latter suggests that some good types are unable to ‘find’ the signalling price-vector.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a simple model of a market for credence goods populated by three types of experts. "The good" receive an extra utility from solving the consumer's problem – for instance, because they value efficiency, or because they care for the well-being of consumers; "the bad" are rational own-money maximizing experts – they take advantage of customers whenever there are material incentives for doing so; and "the naive" are like "the bad" in terms of preferences, but fall victim to a projection bias – they cannot conceive others being non-selfish. In this model we proved the existence of a semi-separating signalling equilibrium where experts posting "fair" prices are more likely to provide efficient service than those posting different prices. The model implies a causal effect from other regarding preferences towards pricing behavior but no causal impact of prices on provision behavior. Specifically, in the proposed equilibrium "the good" choose fair prices and behave in a consumer-friendly manner; "the bad" mimic the good sellers in their price-setting behavior but take advantage of customers in their provision and charging decisions; and "the naive" randomize in their price-setting behavior and take advantage of consumers if they find a victim. Customers understand the signalling value of prices and are hence more willing to trade if "fair" prices
Three hypotheses follow from this model: First, sellers who post the signalling price-vector are more prone to provide efficient service than those sellers posting a different price-vector. Second, customers are more willing to interact when the signalling price-vector is posted than when a different price-vector is posted. And third, sellers either consistently post the signalling price-vector or randomize over several price-vectors.

Using experimental data from sessions with endogenous and exogenous price choice we were able to provide strong evidence in support for each of the three hypotheses. In particular, fixed effect regressions as well as data from treatments with exogenous prices provided strong evidence indicating that efficient behavior is dependent on seller type, and that seller type determines prices. Therefore, posted prices do contain valuable information for consumers about the type of seller they face. Importantly, we have shown that customers do indeed recognize the signalling value of prices and respond to this information. Specifically, they are significantly more willing to accept if the signalling price-vector is posted than if any other price-vector is observed, even if the alternative vector has cheaper prices! Finally, the data has supported the hypothesis that there are three types of sellers, one (the naive one) that randomizes over the available price-vectors and two that post the signalling price-vector with high frequency, of the latter two types one (the good one) provides appropriate quality very frequently, the other (the bad one) behaves in line with the standard economic model of own-money maximizing behavior.

What do our findings imply for regulation of markets for credence goods? Standard
theory argues that if experts do not choose prices that align their incentives with customers’ interest, regulation can help by externally imposing the correct pricing scheme. The results presented in this paper suggest that price-regulation might be counterproductive because it robs consumers of valuable information about the type of expert they face. This implies that endogenous price setting is a factor contributing to efficiency in credence goods markets.
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## Appendix

### Appendix A: Additional Regressions

Table A1: Estimated Effects From Binary Choice Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Seller’s Provision Decision</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Buyer’s Interaction Decision</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vector (6,8)</td>
<td>0.121***</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.232***</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.432)</td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifiability</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.125**</td>
<td>0.154***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.125**</td>
<td>0.154***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.035***</td>
<td>-0.027***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major problem</td>
<td>-0.526***</td>
<td>-3.518***</td>
<td>-0.259***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.077***</td>
<td>-0.062***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price (p^l)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.028**</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price (p^h)</td>
<td>0.056**</td>
<td>0.435**</td>
<td>-0.126***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.056**</td>
<td>0.435**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample size</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Columns (1), (3), (4) and (5) present estimated probit marginal effects evaluated at mean values, and correspond to Column (2) Table 3, Column (6) Table 3, Column (1) Table 4, and Column (4) Table 4. Column (2) presents coefficient estimates from a fixed-effect logit, and corresponds to column (4) Table 3.
Appendix B: Experimental Instructions
(for treatment NV-endo – instructions for the other treatments are available upon request)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENT

Thank you for participating in this experiment. Please do not to talk to any other participant until the experiment is over.

2 Roles and 16 Rounds
This experiment consists of 16 rounds, each of which consists of the same sequence of decisions. This sequence of decisions is explained in detail below. There are 2 kinds of roles in this experiment: player A and player B. At the beginning of the experiment you will be randomly assigned to one of these two roles. On the first screen of the experiment you will see which role you are assigned to. Your role remains the same throughout the experiment. A player A interacts with a player B. This pair of players changes for each round. Therefore you are interacting in every round with a new player (of the other role).

All participants get the same information on the rules of the game, including the costs and payoffs of both players.

Overview of the Sequence of Decisions in a Round
Each round consists of a maximum of 4 decisions which are made consecutively. Decisions 1, 3 and 4 are made by player A, decision 2 is made by player B.

Short Overview of the Sequence of Decisions in a Round
1. Player A chooses one price for action 1 and one price for action 2.
2. Player B gets to know the prices chosen by the player A. Then player B decides whether he/she wants to interact with player A. If not, this round ends.
   If player B chooses to interact then
3. Player A (but not player B) is informed about the type of player B. There are two possible types of player B: he/she is of either type 1 or type 2. Player A has to choose an action: either action 1 or action 2.
4. Player A then decides between one of the two prices chosen in decision 1. This price has to be paid by Player B. The price chosen does not need to be the price of the action chosen in decision 3, it can be other price.

Detailed Illustration of the Decisions and Their Consequences Regarding Payoffs

Decision 1
In case of an interaction each player A has to choose between 2 actions (action 1 and action 2) at decision 3. Each chosen action causes costs which are as follows:

Action 1 costs player A 2 points (= currency of the experiment).
Action 2 costs player A 6 points.

Player A can charge prices for these actions from all those players B who decide to interact with him/her. At decision 1 each Player A has to set the prices for both actions. Only (strictly) positive integer numbers are possible, i.e., only 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are valid prices. Note that the price for action 1 must not exceed the price for action 2.

Decision 2
Player B gets to know the prices set by player A for the two actions at decision 1. Then player B decides whether he/she wants to interact player A.

If he/she wants to do so, player A can choose an action at decision 3 and charge a price in decision 4 (see below). Player B will not be able to observe which action player A chooses.

If he/she doesn’t want to interact, this round ends and both players get a payoff of 1.6 points for this round.

Decision 3
Before decision 3 is made (in case player B chose “Yes” at decision 2) a type is randomly assigned to player B. Player B can be of one of two types: type 1 or type 2. This type is determined new for each player B in each round. With a probability of 50% player B is of type 1, and with a probability of 50% he/she is of type 2. Imagine that a coin is tossed for each player B in each round. If the result is e.g. “heads”, player B is of type 1, if the result is “tails” he/she is of type 2.

Every player A gets to know types player B before he/she makes decision 3. Then player A chooses an action, either action 1 or action 2.

An action is sufficient under the following conditions:

a) In case player B is a type 1 player and player A can chose either action 1 or action 2.

b) In case player B is a type 2 player and player A chooses action 2.

An action is not sufficient if player B is of type 2 and player A chooses action 1.
Player B receives 10 points, if the action chosen by player A is sufficient. Player B receives 0 points if the action chosen by player A is not sufficient.

At no time player B will be informed whether he/she is of type 1 or a type 2 player or which action player A chose.

**Decision 4**

Player A charges one of the two prices, determined in decision 1, for the action he chose in decision 3. The price charged does not have to be the price of the action chosen in decision 3, it can be the price of the other action.

**Payoffs**

If player B chose not to interact in decision 2 (decision “No” of player B) then both players receive 1.6 points for this round.

Otherwise (decision “Yes” by player B) the payoffs are as follows:

Player A receives the price (denoted in points) charged in decision 4 less the costs for the action chosen in decision 3.

Player B’s payoff depends on whether the decisions 3 of player A was sufficient or not.

a) The action was sufficient. Player B gets 10 points less the price charged at decision 4.

b) The action was not sufficient. Player B has to pay the price charged at decision 4.

At the beginning of the experiment you receive an initial endowment of 6 points. With this endowment you are able to cover losses that might occur in some rounds. Losses can also be compensated by gains in other rounds. If your total payoff sums up to a loss at the end of the experiment you will have to pay this amount to the supervisor of the experiment. By participating in this experiment you agree to this term. Please note that there is always a possibility to avoid losses in this experiment.

To calculate the final payoff the initial endowment and the profits of all rounds are added up. This sum is then converted into cash using the following exchange rate:

\[
1 \text{ point} = 25 \text{ Euro-cents} \\
(\text{i.e.} \ 4 \text{ points} = 1 \text{ Euro})
\]